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Front Cover Photo: 29LK - 1923 Barker style tourer - owner
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Asheville, NC.
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President’s Message

am honored to assume the
role of President of the Silver
Ghost Association (SGA)
as we celebrate an important
milestone and anniversary. The
SGA was established 30 years
ago during the RROC National
Meet in Nashville, Tennessee.
Millard Newman, along with
our founding members, had the
foresight to establish the SGA
as a premiere touring club, a
Silver Ghost technical resource
and later as an educational
organization to both educate and promote the Silver Ghost among
its membership and the public at large. I wonder if the founding
members knew then that the SGA, a club established to promote
the “Best Car in the World” would, arguably anyway, become the
“best touring club in the world”.
As I reflect on the past 30 years of the SGA. I cannot help
but think about what got us to where we are today; a club
with nearly 500 members from 25 plus countries representing
ownership of over 400 Silver Ghosts! What got us here, of
course, is the same thing that propels any successful Not For
Profit organization - dedicated volunteers.
Although I did not have a chance to personally know our
first President, Millard Newman, I know that he set a fine
example for both our founding members and for the general
membership to follow. He served as our first ever President,
organized numerous tours, recruited new members, and had the
foresight to recognize that judging of our Silver Ghosts would
not be in the best interests of our organization.
During the very first SGA meeting Millard was able to
recruit Mary White as SGA Secretary. Mary has since served
the SGA as President, Activities VP, Publications VP, and
most recently as our accomplished and noteworthy Editor of
the Silver Ghost Tourer (SGT). Under Mary’s direction our
quarterly magazine has evolved into the triumph that it now
is. The Silver Ghost Tourer is considered by many to be the
“pièce de résistance” of the SGA. Its quarterly arrival is eagerly
anticipated by our members and considered to be, on its own
merit, worth the price of annual membership in our club.
Two decades of editorial deadlines, constant technical
evolution and the never ending quest for articles and photographs
did not dissuade Mary from further assisting the SGA. Over the
years Mary has organized or co-organized numerous events for
the club including the first ever SGA Tour of the Virginias in
1988, the 1991 Ghost Train from Denver to Monterey, the 1995
NC Outer Banks Tour, the 2004 Sea to Shining Sea Tour and
the more recent tours of North Carolina (2008) and Colorado
(2013). Mary also found time to organize two Winter Flings,
both aboard cruise ships and both still fondly remembered by
the participants. Amazingly, Mary along with her Editorial duties
found the time to work on the 2003 Alpine and even Co-chair a
couple of RROC National Meets in Asheville, NC. 30 years of
continued on inside back cover
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Ghosts in the Smokey Mountains
RROC Meet – Asheville, NC
By Gil Fuqua

Photo: Brad Zemcik

T

he 65th annual meet of the Rolls-Royce Owners’ Club
was held in Asheville, NC in early August 2016 and
attracted over 270 cars, including three pre-war Silver
Ghosts, seven post-war models, and a lot of SGA members.
SGA’s Mary White served as co-chair of the RROC meet that
highlighted her meticulous planning for a large White family
reunion and over 1,000 others registered for the event.
The judging/display day was held on the entrance lawn
to the Biltmore Estate, one of the largest private homes in
America. The cars on display were also accessible to tourists
visiting the Biltmore on August 4th, attracting thousands of

them to stroll through an automotive museum stretched out
on the lawn in front of the house. Silver Ghosts were featured
on the front row of the display immediately across from the
Biltmore’s front door and provided a great backdrop for lots
of selfie photos – just search Facebook for “Biltmore RollsRoyce” to see how popular the cars were that day.
Mike and Cynthia Sierra drove their 1914 Hamshaw
limousine (2BD) from central Florida to the mountains in
Asheville, a distance of about 800 miles. After the RROC meet,
they participated in a three-day tour to Blowing Rock, NC
(another 370 miles), before returning home for a total Ghost trip
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Mary White

on lubricants, engine oil analysis and fuels. James Stejskal
entertained with a talk about Silver Ghosts at War, and Mark
Corigliano made a presentation – Ghosts for Beginners. The
week provided lots of opportunities to learn more about Ghosts,
meet fellow SGA members, drive/ride in a number of Silver
Ghosts. The beauty of the Smokey Mountains, proximity to
many SGA members’ homes, the majestic setting at Biltmore
and the superb planning of Mary White were keys to the great
turnout.

Photo: GatesPhotography.com ©

of about 2,000 miles. The open front section of the Hamshaw
limousine provided a great view of the mountains and lots of
opportunity to experience the rain, especially the large amount
encountered as they left Florida to escape the local flooding
that started in late July.
The Sierra’s were accompanied on the Blowing Rock tour
by SGA members Henry and Gail Petronis, Alex Joyce in
40PG (1922 H.J. Mulliner tourer), Bob and Gail Milhous in
375HH (1923 Springfield Pall Mall), Doug and Mary White
in S263PL (1926 Springfield
Salamanca), Rex and Norah
Vincent in 29LK, the White’s
1923 Barker tourer and Ed
Rowan and Coralie Ogle.
The SGA held its
Board Meeting during the
Asheville meet and also
hosted a dinner attended by
many SGA members. Bill
Kennedy provided seminars

Doug White

Photo: Gil Fuqua

1926 ROLLS-ROYCE Springfield Silver Ghost
RRCCW Pall Mall tourer CHASSIS # S88LK Thomas S. Heckman
THIS car was originally delivered
to a Mr. J.R. Thompson, Sr. of
Chicago, Illinois on May 12, 1925.
He enjoyed the car for many years
before it eventually passed into
the hands of Mr. William Pettit in
the early 1970s. At that time, the
car was in excellent unrestored
condition, having retained its original
Rolls-Royce Custom Coach Works
Body (#M1111), Engine (#22883)
and all associated parts, including
the side curtains which are stamped
with #1111!
Mr. Pettit conducted a complete
restoration of S88LK as evidenced
by the numerous RROC, AACA
and CCCA first place trophies
which accompany the car to this
day. Following its time on the show
circuit, the car was displayed for
many years in Mr. Pettit’s museum in
Natural Bridge, Virginia - sitting next
to his fabulous Duesenberg and other
similar marques.
Photo: Brad Zemcik
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1914 ROLLS-ROYCE Silver Ghost
Hamshaw limousine CHASSIS # 2BD Michael Sierra
David Hemmings, and recently underwent extensive freshening
by American expert Steve Littin.
It features beautiful brass fittings throughout, dark green
paint and thin gold pin striping. The passenger compartment
is beige cloth, has embroidered silk window pulls and trim
work, a “cloudlike” billowing pillowed headliner, carved ivory
inner door handles, beveled glass windows, cut crystal reading
lamps, an inlaid wood folding table, jump seats, door pockets
for valuables, and a speaking tube to the chauffeur’s ear.
The Hamshaw retains its original chassis, engine, and body.

Photo: Brad Zemcik

CHASSIS # 2 BD was one of the very last Silver Ghosts built
prior to World War I. Coachbuilders H. A. Hamshaw, Ltd., of
Leicester, England fitted 2BD with a handsomely designed and
beautifully appointed limousine body.
It was exported to Mrs. Alicia du Pont, second wife of Alfred
I. du Pont. The du Pont’s gunpowder factories were working
overtime to support the war effort and it was reported that King
George V insisted that du Pont’s request for a Limousine be met.
“The Hamshaw,” as it is known, was cosmetically restored
and mechanically sorted some years ago by British restorer

(Far left) Gathered
material in headliner with
central dome light sets
apart the interior.
(Left) Elegant interior
with fold-out table with
inlaid fan motif.

Photo: Brad Zemcik

Photos: Klaus-Josef Roßfeldt
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(Below and inset) Crest
on interior of door from
1990 photo. 2BD also
had a small painted crest
on the rear doors in 1990
that was similar to the
rooster and anchor crest
shown in this photo.

1913 ROLLS-ROYCE Silver Ghost
Barker London & Edinburgh Tourer CHASSIS # 2380
THE goal of Rolls-Royce was performance and they took on all
comers in speed, endurance and hill climbing competitions. In
competition after competition, Rolls-Royce made its reputation
as “The Best Car in the World.”
One competition was scheduled by the Royal Automobile
Club of England, a top gear run between London and
Edinburgh to be followed by a timed speed trial. To prepare for
the race, Rolls-Royce fitted a light weight, low wind “cheating”
body to a chassis with a modified engine. In September of
1911, this new model
became known as the
L&E Tourer. This
model beat all the

Veasey Cullen

competition, hitting a maximum speed of 78.3 miles per hour
and recording 24.32 miles per gallon. Later at a test track, the
car covered the flying half mile at 101.8 miles per hour.
This L&E chassis #2380 was delivered on June 11, 1913 to
Charles G. Walker of 50 State Street; Boston, Massachusetts
with tourer coachwork by Barker. The second owner, Mr.
Lucius J. Knowles, also of Boston, donated this car to the
Henry Ford Museum in Dearborn, Michigan in 1941. While
in the museum, the original Barker body was removed and put
aside. The current body is a replica of the
original Barker L&E body style.

Photo: Klaus-Josef Roßfeldt

Photo: Ruben Verdes

Photo: Gil Fuqua

Photo: Brad Zemcik

(Top left) Elliott No.1763 speedometer
atop No.14079 mileage meter.

Photo: Gil Fuqua

(Top middle) An image from 1993 with
hood lowered.
(Inset left) Mahogany tool box with
nickel trim and piano hinge.
(Left) Extensive Ghost tool kit in fitted
leather roll.
Photo: GatesPhotography.com ©
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1924 ROLLS-ROYCE Silver Ghost
Windovers cabriolet de ville
CHASSIS # 7AU John Guehl

7AU is a Rolls-Royce all weather saloon built by Windovers for
the 1924 Paris Motor Show. It was one of the last Windovers’
custom bodied cars built at their works in Huntington, England.
The bodywork is particularly interesting with fold away window
pillars, three position top, and roll up windows-a definite plus
on tours.
Owner, John Guehl, found the car in a magazine ad and after
a quick trip to Southern England was able to buy it.
Since getting the car, he has taken it on several tours, and
continues the process of sorting it out and learning how to be
a proper caretaker.

Photo: Ruben Verdes

Photo: GatesPhotography.com ©

Note completely disappearing hood and windows for an elegant and open tourer.

1924 ROLLS-ROYCE Silver Ghost
Brewster Stratford roadster
CHASSIS # 333LF Veasey Cullen
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Side compartment
designed for
golf clubs.

Photo: GatesPhotography.com ©

Photo: Ruben Verdes

ON April 27, 1926, Col. Robert McCormick, the owner and editor
of the Chicago Tribune, placed a special order for a Brewster
Roadster. This new “Enclosed Drive Collapsible Body Style”
was completed on 9/25/1926 and delivered on 10/27/1926. Col.
McCormick paid $17,251.60 for this one-of-a-kind RollsRoyce. Col. McCormick had this body bullet proofed,
complete with 1¼ inch glass windows, ½ inch thick steel
installed in the doors, behind the seats and all around the
convertible top.
Back in the 1920’s, Chicago was known for its “gang
wars.” The Chicago Tribune became nationally known for
reporting these gang related killings. The slogan, “They
Kill Each Other,” became a popular quote of the day.
In the summer of 1925, this all changed when two
police officers were brutally murdered in a gang war.
This caused an outpour of opposition from the public.
Subsequently, a reporter from the Chicago Tribune, Alfred
Lingle, was killed by gangsters which was a wake-up
call for Col. McCormick, prompting him to order the
armored car.

1907 ROLLS-ROYCE Silver Ghost
Barker limousine CHASSIS # 60547 Bill Kennedy

Photo: Brad Zemcik

Chassis 60547 is the 8 car built and the
oldest surviving Silver Ghost in the world.
th

Photos: Gil Fuqua

Inset (l–r, from above)
Elegant bowtie door handle, The
braided sash is used to raise and
lower the window and is located aside
the speaking tube with bulb signal
device to chauffeur, Alpha Company
telegrapher located in passenger
compartment, Telegrapher located in
chauffer compartment atop S. Smith &
Son clock and speedometer
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1914 ROLLS-ROYCE Silver Ghost
Barker landaulet CHASSIS #54AB Don Wathne

Photo: Gil Fuqua

Photo: Brad Zemcik

Photo: Gil Fuqua

Photo: GatesPhotography.com ©

Inset photos (l–r)
Central air vent in front of windshield,
Edwardian coach lamps on side pillars,
Elegant landaulet body,
Inside view of landaulet mechanism to
secure top.

spinner ventilation to front scuttle, and the almost mandatory
Elliot speedometer. The car was equipped with the three-speed
colonial gearbox option.
The car was sold to E.F. Morris of The Morris Motor Repair
Works, Monmouth at an undisclosed date. It then became one of
six or more Silver Ghosts owned by D.W. Beale of Worchester.
In 1964 it was sold to Percy Markham and made the trip to
Western Australia. In 1984 it was purchased by the York Motor
Museum where it remained until the current owner purchased
it and brought it to the United States. At that time, it was one
of only two prewar Silver Ghosts in Australia that retained its
original coachwork. The car’s original coachwork provides us
with a rare opportunity to see the exacting detail of the early
coachbuilder’s art while consistently emitting a delightful bit
of authenticity.

Photo: GatesPhotography.com ©

THIS car was ordered by T. A. Williams of Harewood Garage
at the 1913 London Motor Show. The car’s records show that
it was to be a ‘Limousine-Landaulet” (similar to the Show
car). The Barker & Co. body was completed on August 15,
1914, the chassis having been delivered to them on May 1st
of that year. It was specified a nickel finish car with numerous
extras. These included Dunlop detachable wire wheels, CAV
Dynamo, batteries, head, side, tail and interior lamps, side
steps covered with aluminum; mud shields between the front
wings and chassis.
Williams was very specific about the windows, requiring,
Patent window lifters similar to those fitted to the Landaulet
on the R.R. stand, all windows frameless, front body windows
divided, and made to drop. Rear quarter and door windows
to drop. He also commissioned extra seats, high front doors,
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Photo: Alex Joyce

Junior judges at the RROC meet with
a front row seat in Alex Joyce’s 40PB.
The leader of this group provided some
interesting points about the Silver Ghosts
at the meet. When walking by the two-tone
green Milhous Silver Ghost (357HH), he
remarked that it was special since it “was
the color of money!”

1923 ROLLS-ROYCE Springfield Silver Ghost
Pall Mall tourer Chassis #357HH Robert Milhous

Photo: Brad Zemcik

Photo: Gil Fuqua

DELIVERED new on April 18, 1924, to Thomas C.
Denney of Chicago, Illinois. The car next appeared in the
1960’s when a collector, James Silvey of Indianapolis,
Indiana, brought the car to many Classic Car Club of
America and Rolls-Royce Owners’ Club meets winning
many awards including the “Scher Trophy” for “Best
Silver Ghost” at the RROC National meet in 1966.
John J. Schaler of Palm Beach, Florida, sold the car
for James Silvey’s estate to a collector in Switzerland
in the early 1970’s. It was discovered there and bought
by James Leake of Tulsa, Oklahoma, entered in his
museum and sold on May 12, 1982 to James Metheney
of Columbus, Ohio. Mr. Joe Locey did an extensive
restoration on it in the 1970s. Bob Brod purchased the
car in June of 1992 and drove it over 35,000 miles
during the next 20 years throughout the US and Europe
on many of the major SGA tours and other events.
Robert and Paul Milhous purchased it on December
19, 2012, from the Brods of the Philadelphia Area, and
they have driven the Ghost approximately 20,000 miles.
This Ghost lives in Florida.
Large spotlight for tiger hunting,
or similar night time adventures.
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1922 ROLLS-ROYCE Silver Ghost
H.J. Mulliner 4 passenger tourer Chassis # 40PG
40PG, a 1922, long chassis, D-rake steering column Silver
Ghost. It was ordered by F.E. Sydney of London on 4 th
September 1922 and dispatched to HJ Mulliner on the 10th of
October for a 4-passenger touring body which it still carries.
When new it had a polished bonnet and black, aggressive
looking head and sidelights.
In 1926 40PG was in a horrendous wreck and sent back to
the works for a complete rebuild at which time it was fitted with
“modern” cooling thermostat. In March of 1927, the car was purchased by Maj. J.A.M. Bond and sent to one of his tea plantations
in Ceylon where the car was until the end of WWII. The next

Alex Joyce

owner was Maj. Sir Ralph Hugo Anstruther who used the car as
his staff car serving in Malaysia, Germany, and the U.K., hence
the small raised ovals on the rear doors where his unit insignia
was mounted. During this time, the car was rewired and fitted
with a new radiator and in the early 1950s resided at Buckingham
Palace while Maj. Anstruther headed palace security.
Never restored, the owner estimates 40PG has about
400,000+ miles on the clock. The car has had much mechanical
work over the past 15 years and has toured Norway, England,
Wales, Scotland, Austria, Italy, Slovenia, Croatia, Switzerland,
Australia, and most of America. It is driven 3-5,000 miles a year.

Photos: Gil Fuqua

Photo: GatesPhotography.com ©

(Left) Custom mascot with Flying Lady on a snowboard.
(Right) Custom snowboards with “The Rider” affixed to both
sides of the bonnet to compliment the Flying Lady mascot
atop a snowboard.

Darby Wathne, Pam Wolff

Photos: Gil Fuqua

Photo: Gil Fuqua

Photo: Ruben Verdes

Wanda Nesbitt,
James Stejskal
Bill Kennedy with 60547
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S263PL is a 1926 Springfield Silver Ghost Special Salamanca
Special. It was custom built by Merrimac coachbuilders under
the RRCCW label for T.J. McKinney of Buffalo, NY.
Mr. McKinney was the wealthy scion of one of the
Pennsylvania oil barons. In addition to the overall design, features
of elegance include ivory door pulls and elaborately decorated
hardware. The quarter-size rear side windows are also unique.
The current owners acquired the car in 1980 and have driven it
over 80,000 miles since, including trips to California, Canada,
Scotland and the western Alps.

(Inset above)
S263PL on 2007
Scottish tour
showing all-weather
side curtains

1923 ROLLS-ROYCE Silver Ghost
Barker-style tourer Chassis #29LK Doug White

Photos: GatesPhotography.com ©

29LK is fitted with a Barker-style straight-sided tourer body.
Drivetrain is original, however an overdrive has been added to
allow travel speeds of 45-55 mph. Fuel consumption is 10 mpg
using regular gas.
29LK was an award winner at the 2010 Amelia Island
Concours d’Elegance. This car has covered over 100,000 miles
in the past 30 years under the ownership of Doug and Mary
White – traveling throughout the U.S. as well as South Africa
and Europe. Its longest journey was a 12,000 mile round trip
in 2010 from North Carolina to Alaska.
It recently participated in the 2013 Centenary Alpine Trial
in Europe.
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1926 ROLLS-ROYCE Springfield Silver Ghost
RRCCW Salamanca Special Chassis #S263PL Doug White

Carole and Doug Gates
Photo: Gil Fuqua

Mike Sierra, Henry Petronis

Tom and Mary Jo Heckman

Jon Leimkuehler, Nancy Barsotti

Photos: Gil Fuqua

Photo: GatesPhotography.com ©

Gail and Bob Milhous

Photo: Alex Joyce

Mariann Stickley, Marie Novak, Rose Browne

Carter Moensch, grandson of SGA president Billi Carey, with 60547.
Ed Rowan, Coralie Ogle

Photos: Gil Fuqua

Keith Wherry and Marie Harland

Gil Fuqua and Carla Stone judging
the undercarriage of 2BD.
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Simon White, Pierce Reid, Dave Washburn

Ghost calls out to relative
By Mary C. White, NC

Jim McKinney
meets S263PL,
originally sold to
T.J. McKinney,
Jim’s great
uncle.

As we pulled in and the Ghost backfired, a man just
happened to be walking behind us and he was near the exhaust
pipe when the explosion occured. I’m certain that his heart was
racing when he started talking to Doug about the car.
He asked about the car’s history, Doug told him that the
original owner was the son of a Pennsylvania oil magnate, that
he lived in Buffalo, that he and his brother owned a number of
Silver Ghosts, and that the owner and his wife died tragically
in a car crash in Florida in the early ’30s. Their son survived
the accident.
The man then asked if Doug knew the name of the owner.
Doug answered “T.J. McKinney”. Stunned, the man introduced
himself as Jim McKinney from Georgia. His family was from
Titusville, PA, his great grandfather picked the wrong side of
the mountain to drill for oil - his family got into selling oil rig
drilling equipment, while the great-great-uncle struck oil.
T.J. McKinney, the owner of our car, was Jim’s great-uncle!
Turns out that our new friend Jim was on his way
to Titusville to research his family’s history. When we
returned home a few days later, we scanned and sent him
what we have compliled on T.J.’s history. Jim in turn shared
what he learned about T.J.’s son, J. Curtis McKinney II.
What a small world. This experience is another reason
to get your car on the road. You never know who you may
meet along the way.
Now who thinks that S263PL “intentionally” backfired
to get the grand nephew’s attention?

Photo: Homer Butuyan

Photo: Mary White

AFTER the RROC Annual Meet in Asheville, we drove our
1926 SSG Salamanca Special (S263PL) on the three day addon tour to Blowing Rock. We left Asheville around 9:30AM
and headed up to the Blue Ridge Parkway. About 25 miles
into the trip, the road climbed to over 5000 ft (Asheville is at
2500 feet) near Craggy Gardens. It was a long climb, we were
in low gear, and the engine was hot. Wanting to stop at the
overlook to see the view and give the car a rest, we pulled into
the visitor’s parking area.
As Doug turned the car off, it made a very loud backfire.
Quite unbecoming a town car that earned the Blenheim Award
for the “most elegant car at the meet” and the Most Silent Ghost
Award some years back. It has done this only a few times during
the 35 years we’ve had it on the road.

S263PL on the
RROC tour to
Blowing Rock.
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Photo: Carolynne Corigliano

Preparing to depart on the Tour d’Elegance…
or the World’s most expensive traffic jam.

Pebble Beach Concours d’Elegance
2016 Recap

A

By Mark A. Corigliano (NJ)

Photo: Mark Corigliano

Photo: Carolynne Corigliano

s in past years, this year’s Pebble Beach Concours
d’Elegance and the associated events during
“Concours Week” were a spectacular of unique
automobiles, auctions, tours and parties. Again, the Silver
Ghost fraternity and other Rolls-Royce owners made an
excellent showing of cars at the Concours.
Despite the proximity of Soberanes Fire, which raged
no more than 40 or 50 miles to the south, the events of the
week occurred as scheduled, with a few accommodations.
The weather was impacted with considerably more haziness
during the week (although the Monterey Peninsula is
ALWAYS hazy in August) on account of smoke from the
fire. Motorists, including ourselves, awoke to find a light
Departing downtown Carmel-by-the-Sea after a stop for lunch
layer of ash on their cars as a result of the fires. The sighting
and informal car show towards the end of the tour.
of hundreds of hand-painted signs thanking the firefighters,
who came in from around and outside the State to battle the a revised route east through the Jack’s Peak, Aguajito Oaks and
flames was a wonderful sign of community and support by the Deer Flats neighborhoods, then a portion of 17 Mile Drive and
then finishing in downtown Carmel. The traditional route out
local residents.
The Tour d’Elegance, a road tour open to all cars invited to Carmel Valley Road and then down Pacific Coast Highway to
the Concours was the first opportunity to see Silver Ghosts in Big Sur was cancelled in consideration of the firefighters using
action. The tour took place on Thursday, September 18, but with those routes to access the blaze to the south. Because of this,
the tour did not count towards determining a winner in the case
of a tie on Concours day. The tour ran about 40 miles, less than
half the usual distance but included many grades and slower
driving. We estimated that about 120-150 cars took place in the
tour, two of which were Silver Ghosts. Having participated in
this exciting drive for the first time, we were rightfully warned
to be cautious of drivers new to their car, cars fresh out of
restoration, cars stalling on the grades and some inexperienced
motorists. While we did not see any fender benders, we were
surprised to see such a large number of cars that failed during
the tour…perhaps upwards of 15 to 20. I felt particularly bad
for the owner of a freshly restored roadster whose left rear wire
wheel disintegrated on the Monterey-Salinas Highway. It was
a special treat to see SGA members Danni and Linda Suskin
39AG Phoebe rests at the Carmel Country Inn after
a day of scrubbing and polishing.
participating in the tour in their 1902 Delahaye. Danni and
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Photo: Motor Trend channel live stream capture, YouTube

Susan and Steve Littin enjoying a moment of
rest at the start of the Tour d’Elegance

Photo: Carolynne Corigliano

39AG crosses the ramp to win First in Class
for the Silver Ghost class

Photo: Roger Morrison
The excitement of Concours Day.
Carolynne Corigliano in period garb poses amongst the Ghosts.

Linda were even dressed in period fashion, including Danni’s
muttonchops!
During Concours week, many Ghost folks stayed at the
Carmel Country Inn in downtown Carmel, which seems to
be the unofficial SGA Members headquarters. Present were
Maggie Newman, Susan and Steve Littin, Roger Morrison,
Keith and Marie Wherry (AU), Denis Deasey (AU), Doug
Magee and my wife Carolynne and myself. Carolynne and I
had the pleasure of taking the Wherrys, the Littins, Maggie
and Denis to our favorite Mexican joint in Moss Landing,
the Whole Enchilada…an evening of laughter and Ghost talk
we will not soon forget. The Innkeeper, Amy Johnson, was
especially gracious and helpful in allowing your author and his
wife to prep their car in the parking area. The bits of ribbing
and encouragement from our Ghost friends made the tedium
of polishing all the easier.

Concours Sunday arrived all too soon and we were on the
fairway by 7:00AM. For those not familiar with the Pebble
Beach Concours d’Elegance, it is held on the 18th fairway of
the famed Pebble Beach Links Golf Course and is one of the
few days in the year that the course is closed. The setting is
truly incomparable and while entry is not inexpensive ($325
in advance, $375 day of), it should be on every automotive
enthusiast’s bucket list. The setting, on Carmel Bay, is second
to none and benefits local charitable causes. Classical music
resonates in the background, wine and champagne (along
with sliders and BBQ) are available and many attendees
dress in formal or period attire. The Pebble Beach Concours
d’Elegance is truly the world’s premier Automotive Concours.
Our car, a 1921 Springfield Brunn & Company phaeton,
“Phoebe” (39AG), was entered in the competition and upon
arrival we saw for the first time the other Silver Ghosts with
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whom we would be competing. There were seven Ghosts
in class H-1: Rolls-Royce Silver Ghost and each one was a
worthy competitor. Besides Phoebe, the other cars ranged
from Craig McCaw’s handsome 1914 Barker tourer to a 1926
Springfield Piccadilly. In addition to those cars in the Silver
Ghost class, we noted a 1924 Springfield Salamanca Permanent
(ex-Harold Lloyd) entered in L-1: Pre-War Preservation Class.
This particular Ghost seemed to be a little cantankerous on
Concours day as we saw it being pushed over the ramp after
taking a third in that class and later stalling just after exiting
the fairway.
As far as the Silver Ghost class goes, third place was taken
by a 1914 Alpine Eagle Portholme Torpedo. Second place
was taken by a 1923 Brewster Convertible Sedan. This car
also took home the Lucius Beebe special award. A shocking
surprise to your author, his wife and its restorers Steve and
Susan Littin of Vintage and Auto Rebuilds, is that his car,

39AG Phoebe took the First in Class for the Silver Ghost
class. The win was an unanticipated surprise to us – we did not
expect it and thought that maybe we took a third. You do not
know what award you have won until the last possible moment
and the logistics can be daunting. The dedicated Concours
volunteers accidentally sent up the second place Ghost before
the third place car and it was humorous watching them point
fingers at each other for the error. In any case, stay tuned for
a more detailed article on the experience.
After the Best in Show was deservedly awarded to a stellar
1937 Lancia Astura Pinin Farina Cabriolet, the Concours
promptly ended. Entrants were invited to the appropriately
named “Afterglow” party at the Beach and Tennis Club. For
yours truly, it was a dash over there, then back to the inn to
pack the car, then back to the Equestrian Center to load the car
and then off the next morning to SFO and reality. However,
the glow remains....

Photo: Kimberly Shadduck

(Right) Chassis # 77JH (RRCCW Pall Mall) at Christies
auction in Pebble Beach and (below) 77JH with similar
Tiger spotting lamp to the one fitted on 357HH – Milhous
Ghost on page 2744.

New class of Roys-Royce
previews at Pebble Beach in 2016;

Photo: Kimberly Shadduck

Photo: Carolynne Corigliano

SGA member Danni Suskin, dressed the part,
proudly stands by his 1902 Delahaye.

Photo: Maggie Newman

Photos: Roger Morrison

(L–r from above) Doug Magee, Andy and
Paul Woods; Linda Suskin, Susan Littin and
Carolynne Corigliano
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17RB

1914 Rolls-Royce Silver Ghost
Alpine Eagle Portholme Torpedo
Jonathan Feiber and Heather Buhr brought one of the
most interesting and historic Silver Ghosts extant. 17RB
is an Alpine Eagle with its original Portholme tourer body.
Two long term previous owners were Stanley Sears and
Henry Petronis. It has a works installed supplemental
fuel tank coupled to an intriguing network of controls with
separate fuel pressure gauges mounted on the inside of
the firewall and selector levers you can operate with your
foot. The painstakingly accurate restoration by Alan Glew
featured brush painting of the body and the wings.
Photo: Simon White

to the US in 1959 and showed it at the RROC’s Wilmington
Friendship Meet. It returned to the US in 1992 under the new
ownership of SGA member Henry Petronis. In 2007, 17RB won
best in class at the RROC meet under Petronis’ ownership. The
car was recently restored to its original 1914 configuration.

Photo: Simon White

Photo: Ruben Verdes

Photo: Kimberly Shadduckr

THIS car retains its original “London Edinburgh” body that
was bodied by Portholme Coach Works that was located at
the Portholme Aerodrome near Huntingdon, England. It was
ordered by James Radley and is similar to the car in which
he won the Austrian Alpine Trial and made his record-setting
London to Monte Carlo drive. The chassis card notes that 17RB
was fitted with the same dash and supplementary petrol tank
as fitted to 2521, a 1913 Tourer bought by Radley. 2521 was a
duplicate of 2260E, Radley’s 1913 Austrian Alpine Trials car.
17RB was subsequently purchased by Captain B. Milburn
who gave it to Rolls-Royce in 1935. It was fitted with a truck
body by Park Ward during World War II and was used by RollsRoyce at their factory. The original Portholme body was stored
during the war and was refitted in 1947. It was subsequently
acquired by Stanley E. Sears in 1951. Sears brought 17RB
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29AB

1914 Rolls-Royce Silver Ghost

Photo: Kimberly Shadduckr

London to Edinburgh Barker Tourer Engine 44T

THIS sleek tourer was delivered to Major A. J. Gainsford of
Sheffield, England in 1914. It was returned to Rolls-Royce
who sold it in 1916 to “General Motors (Europe)” though
their US agent, R. W. Schuette, the Rolls-Royce dealer for the
United States. The chassis card notes, “Car complete with all
accessories – the whole in secondhand condition – sold for the
sum of £1300”.
29AB carries its original Barker Torpedo body on a London
to Edinburgh type chassis with the 3-speed gearbox and sporty
“C” rake steering.
The car was acquired by SGA member Doug Magee in
1999. He shipped it back to England where it underwent a threeyear restoration. Under Magee’s ownership, it won numerous
prizes including the RROC’s Samuel L. Scher Award, Best
Silver Ghost in 2003 and the Rolls-Royce of Canada award in
2006 for the best of prior concours winners.
The current owner bought 29AB in 2009 from Magee and
returned it to P & A Wood in England where it was refreshed.

Photo: Maggie Newman

Doug Magee was happy to see 29AB which he restored a
few years ago and showed at Pebble Beach. Gwen and
John McCaw are the current custodians. This 1914 L to E
sports its original Barker Tourer coachwork. It is difficult to
accurately reflect all of the exquisite detail and level of finish
in a photograph.

Photo: Maggie Newman
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76ZG

1923 Rolls-Royce Silver Ghost

Photo: Kimberly Shadduckr

76ZG is a long wheelbase British chassis that originally was
fitted with an Enclosed Carbriolet body by Barker. It was
subsequently shipped to the US and re-bodied by Brewster
with a convertible sedan body. The Brewster body has roll-up
windows, a folding rear windshield and folding tonneau for the
comfort of passengers. It’s been reported that this is the only
such body known to exist. 76ZG was previously owned by late
SGA member Jim Stroman. The current Chinese owners bought
it from the Blackhawk Collection in 2014.

Photo: Simon White

Brewster Convertible Sedan

Photo: Simon White

If former owners of 76ZG Sue & Twister Stroman
could have seen the Brewster bodied convertible
sedan they would have been amazed. It was a fresh
restoration for two gentlemen from China.

Photo: Simon White

Photo: Gil Fuqua

Lee Wolff drove 107JH on the New Mexico tour.
It was painted the same colors as 76ZG and was
a previous entrant at Pebble Beach in 2004 by
the same Chinese owners.
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Photo: Simon White

Photos: Klaus-Josef Roßfeldt

Too many elegant formal cars have lost their original
bodies. 1850E owned by Susan and Craig McCaw is
a rare and elegant exception. If you thought all formal
Ghosts were somber, this Thrupp & Maberly limousine
will convince you otherwise. This car with its color
scheme appears in a color photo in a pre-World War I
Rolls-Royce sales brochure.

Photos: Klaus-Josef Roßfeldt

Photo: Ruben Verdes

1850E

1911 Rolls-Royce Silver Ghosts
Thrupp & Maberly limousine
Body No. 5805 Engine 58X

CHRISTIE’S auction house stated that 1850E was the 16th
oldest Silver Ghost to survive with its original coachwork when
they sold it for £368,250 in December 2003. The first owner was
John J. Musker, a prominent merchant banker living at Shadwell
Park, Thetford, Norfolk. The car has a well-documented
ownership history with Musker owning the car from 1912-1947.
The grandson of Mr. Musker, Sir John Musker, confirmed to a
subsequent owner of 1850E that his grandfather had purchased
the car off the Royce-Royce stand at the Motor Show.
The car was featured in the 1913/1914 Rolls-Royce catalog
and showed a sliding sunroof designed by Labourdette, a design
that Labourdette first fitted to a 1911 Silver Ghost (1563).
1850E’s illustration in a period catalog shows the original
features that survive today, including: sunroof, American
Rushmore headlights, and Dunlop artillery wheels.
1850E remained in the UK until about 1964 when it was
shipped to Canada by a new owner. It was subsequently
purchased by renowned Silver Ghost aficionado B. Paul Moser
of Santa Barbara, CA. in 1969 and returned to the UK a few
years later under new ownership.

The car was restored by Jonathan Harley and he changed
out the flywheel to a lighter design. Christies reported that the
car was sold with the original flywheel in the 2003 auction and
that it could be re-fitted. 1850E proved itself by completing the
1993 Alpine. It is also documented in Fasal and Goodman’s
The Edwardian Rolls-Royce, Roßfeldt’s Rolls-Royce and
Bentley, and many references in RROC, RREC and other
magazine articles.

Photo: Keith Wherry

Photo: Ruben Verdes
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Photo: Kimberly Shadduckr

39AG

1921 Rolls-Royce Silver Ghost
Brunn & Company Phaeton

39AG was bodied by Brunn and Company of Buffalo, NY.
Brunn was considered one of the best specialist coachbuilders
of the day and was noted for its bodies on Lincoln cars.
This Springfield chassis was ordered by J. C. McKinney, a
Pennsylvania oil baron. It was the 28th Silver Ghost chassis
built at the Springfield works as noted in the hand written note
to a previous owner from Art Soutter, author of The American
Rolls-Royce, and one of the last employees at the Springfield
factory. See page 2748 about another McKinney Ghost.
The car features a 5-passenger Phaeton body, similar in
appearance to Brewster’s Pall Mall body. 39AG retains its

original engine, 12-volt electrics and 4-speed transmission.
The car was returned to Rolls-Royce’s Springfield works in
1926 for updates that included a conversion to left-hand drive,
new tubular bumpers, revised wheels and grille, and faired-in
toolboxes on each running board.
SGA member Mark Corigliano bought 39AG and named
her Phoebe. Mark undertook a complete restoration of the
chassis and body in 2014-2016 at Steve Littin’s Vintage and
Auto Rebuilds, Inc.

Photo and Letter: Courtesy of Rolls-Royce Foundation
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S272PL 1926 Rolls-Royce Silver Ghost
Piccadilly Roadster
THIS is one of the last of the left-hand-drive Silver Ghosts
that was built at the Rolls-Royce Springfield factory before
the introduction of the New Phantom. By 1926, some Silver
Ghosts cost an astonishing $16,000. They were offered in a

range of standard designs, including the Pall Mall tourer, the
Oxford seven-passenger tourer, the Mayfair town car and this
Piccadilly roadster by Brewster. The Piccadilly was more sporty
than most Rolls-Royce motor cars of the late 1920s, and was
often ordered by fashionable playboys of the era. Around 80
Piccadilly roadsters were built on Silver Ghost chassis between
1919 and 1926. This is the second body built on this chassis in
period. Its original coachwork was a much more sedate fourpassenger Tilbury style, built for its original owner in Bethel,
Maine. The car has been with its current owner for over 30 years
and has just been restored.

Patience has its rewards. Norm Buckhart has owned S272PL
for more than 30 years. It is pictured prior to embarking on
the Tour d’Elegance. His Piccadilly Roadster made its debut
on the 18th fairway after a meticulous restoration.
Photo: Maggie Newman

Photo: Roger Morrison

Photo: Maggie Newman
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Twenty Silver Ghosts
Original Paintings from Iconic Book

P

restley Blake donated his collection of Melbourne
Brindle oil paintings to the Rolls-Royce Foundation
(RRF) in 2016. The paintings formed the basis for
the iconic book, Twenty Silver Ghosts, which was published
in 1971. The generous donation also included additional
paintings of Rolls-Royce cars by Brindle that were not included
in the book.
The RRF is undertaking a major project of cleaning,
conservation and reframing the paintings so they can be
displayed at their museum in Mechanicsburg, PA. In addition,
the RRF is considering the loan of individual paintings, and
possibly the whole collection, to other museums in the future.
As part of the project, the RRF will be adding a gallery to
display the paintings that will include museum quality lighting
and climate control to protect the display. In addition to the

Brindle paintings, the RRF acquired significant historical
information about the paintings and information on the cars
that was assembled by the artist. This information will also be
displayed or available for research material at the RRF.
The RRF is seeking donations to support the project.
Donors can adopt one of the paintings for $2,000 that will
cover the cost of cleaning, conservation and framing. A plaque
recognizing the donor’s sponsorship will be displayed along
with the painting at the RRF museum once the project is
completed. Tax deductible (U.S.) donations can be made to The
Rolls-Royce Foundation, 189 Hempt Rd, Mechanicsburg, PA
17050. Donations of $2,500 qualify the donor for recognition
as a Benefactor member of the Rolls-Royce Foundation and
include a lifetime membership.
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Preservation Cars
at the Pebble Beach Concours d’Elegance
By Roger Morrison
The next change was to begin Preservation Classes
recognizing that in the past too many cars with original
components were restored and thereby losing any knowledge
of originality. In 2016, there were eight entries in prewar
preservation and eight entries in post war preservation.
A Springfield Silver Ghost chassis 273KF with Salamanca
permanent body number H883 was entered and received third
place in the prewar class. Original owner was Harold Lloyd,
the silent movie actor. The odometer shows 18,886 miles. It
was entered by Charles Crail and Rich Atwell.

273KF on the Tour d’Elegance.

Photo: Kimberly Shadduck

Interesting
period
turn signals.

Photo: Roger Morrison

S

everal years ago the term “Pebble Beach restoration” was
often interpreted as an over restored car which only saw
the light of day when rolled out of its transporter and then
sequestered in the back of the garage of its owner.
To help counter that image, the Tour d’Elegance was started
several years ago. The routes have varied but it has been at least
50 miles and includes some demanding terrain. The entrants
line up on Thursday morning and follow the tour instructions
which lead to a lunch in downtown Carmel by the Sea. Cars
that complete the tour display a green ribbon and are given an
advantage in a case of identical or very close scoring.

(Right) The amazing
Photos: Roger Morrison
original rear interior with
side facing occasional seat with back rest and arm rest was typical in the
Permanent and Collapsible Salamancas.

(Inset) This is one of two fabric covered wedges hanging on delicate cords
from the division. They are placed in the window channel to minimize rattles.
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Photo: Simon White

273KF with leather belted trunk.

November 25, 1916

THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF 18 P.B.
A FAMOUS CAR & ITS ADVENTURES.

EXCLUSIVE TO “THE WING”         (Final

Installment)

SYNOPSIS.

18 P.B., a car of famous make, pre-eminent in the Austrian Alpine Trials of 1914, six weeks before

War was declared, describes its early sensations in the Test Dept.; its marvellous hill-climbing powers; its
unequalled acceleration and its wonderful 3rd gear speed.
It had described its meeting with its owner, Mr. Yeldar, its trials at Brooklands, its crossing to the
Continent, its journey across France, Germany and Austria, and its arrival at Vienna. It had regaled us
with a short account of a preparatory overhaul before going into the “weighing-in” place.
It describes the sensation it created amongst the crowd of officials and spectators there, especially
when it started off in top gear when Mr. Yeldar switched on.
It described the first day’s run in the trials, when it had passed all its rivals and arrived at Klagenfurt
forty-four minutes before the next car put in an appearance. It was refilled with petrol and oil and a
padded cover was fixed over the bonnet and radiator.
It was the day, too, of the times hill-climb up
the Katschberg; the hill I had heard so much of, and
to which Green Hill, in far-away Wirksworth, was
as nothing.
We were allowed eleven minutes to do the
measured portion of the hill, which was nearly four
miles long. As I approached it I thought to myself,
“It doesn’t look very formidable, if there’s nothing
worse than that I shall not mind.” So gaily I went
for it, and round the first bend to the right I began
to feel tired. I couln’t make it out; it didn’t look
steep, and yet I found it very very hard work.
I began to wonder whether I was quite well,
and mentally examined all my various parts, but
could find nothing wrong. Everything was working
perfectly, my circulation, my aspiration, my oil
pumps, my plugs and cylinders, pistons, and valves
were all in perfect order. “Good heavens,” I thought
as I realised the possibility, “this is evidently a
trap to catch the unwary driver, and by an optical
illusion, cause him to change gear too late.”
I had only just begun to formulate this theory
when Mr. Yeldar dropped into second. I knew and
felt that it was exactly at the psychological moment,
and who is a better judge of this than the car itself?
Instantly I took a fresh breath, as it were, and leapt

at that hill, round the bend to the left and up, ever
up; it began to look really steep now. On I swept, a
steep little pitch necessitating first followed, then
again my second to the next bend when just before
reaching the corner, Mr Yeldar dropped back into
first. I thought it, at the monent, unnecessary, as
the gradient was easier here; but round the bend
I saw why – here, where the right-hand side of the
road was railed off from the precipice below, stood
a crowd of spectators, the road looked literally
vertical so steep was it.
I was roaring now at 2,500 revs, Hayward
pumping lovely cool oil into my crank-case. Up I
went, my revs. fell slowly to 2,250 – then to 2,000
– then gradually the needle crept up, and ever faster
up, till I was changed up into second, and it was all
over. I had beaten their worst. There was, however,
another mile of second gear before I reached the
summit. Seven minutes, twelve seconds, was the
official time, beating the next fastest by no less
than 1 minute 53 secs.
The thirty kilometre descent into Spittal and a
fast run into Villach, where we arrived a very easy
first, completed that day.
On the seventh day, the last but one of the Trials,
the “bonne bouche” was the ascent of the terrible
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Turracher Hohe, otherwise there was nothing of
particular interest to report. I found this pretty
well as Mr. Yeldar had hinted. We did not require
the horses, however, though I vibrate to think of
what would have happened had there been much
more rain.
The Turracher itself is not so terrible; it is a
short, very steep bit not more than a hundred yards
long, about a mile before the hill proper, that is the
crux of the matter, and the death-bed of a good
many hopes that day. It was here I lost my spare
wheel from the carrier at the back, the strap giving
way, but I couldn’t stop and tell Hayward then, and
he never knew it till we arrived at Salzburg, where
later it was restored to me by an official who had
kindly picked it up.
Next day, and the last, the run was to Vienna
with a speed contest over a measured three
kilometre course on the main road near Amstetten.
Suffice it that I did the fastest time of any
competitor, being seven miles per hour faster than
the next best, and that I arrived at Vienna at halfpast two in the afternoon, a quarter of an hour
before the next competitor, completing a mileage
of well over 2,000 without any attention whatever
beyond oil and petrol – the water in my radiator
was exactly the same as when I started, not a drop
being added the whole time.
I was taken up to the Barracks and locked up
for the night; the official examination by expert
engineers was to take place in the morning. Being
first in I was amongst the last to be examined, and
that tedious wait while the examiners went over
every detail of every car, measuring the amount
of water they had lost, cutting the string some
competitors had bound round their springs to see if
any leaves were broken; scraping away the mud from
suspected places, and finally taking each car round
the parade ground, trying every gear, the brakes,
ignition, etc., etc., was quite the most wearying of
all my trials.

My turn came at length, however, and wasn’t
I proud when the officials cut the sealed strings,
opened my bonnet, and exclaimed “Schöne
gemacht!” Yes, indeed, I was beautifully made, and
I consider it is not conceited to say so. I myself
deserve no credit for it, my designers, makers, and
driver were each and all responsible for my success,
and to them let the credit be fully and freely given.
A run round the parade ground, a congratulatory
shake of the hand from the officials, and Mr.
Yeldar drove me down to the Bristol, where he and
Hayward drank my health in a bottle of Heidsich.
Next day the results were published. Out of 84
starters, 14 came through without losing marks;
of these only one, myself, was of English make, all
the others were of smaller cubic capacity. Neither of
the Benz cars did very well, though not to do well
on such a course and under such conditions is not
conclusive proof of bad design or workmanship.
Let us hope that the British victory over the
best that Germany and Austria can produce will be
repeated on a grander scale in the very near future.
Of the rest of my life I have little to add that
would interest you. When war broke out, which it
did a month from then, I was being used as a staff
car in France; later I came to England and became
the property of my present charming owner, who
drives me herself, and very prettily too.
Often she takes wounded soliers for little jaunts
into the country. I feel very proud to be the means
of giving our heroes some little pleasure, and I
naturally try my best to carry them smoothly over
the rougher places, and no car could do it better,
though I do say it myself, as shouldn’t.
But I often wonder during the long days I
remain unused in the garage, owing to the petrol
restrictions, whether those glorious days of hairbreadth ’scapes, furious hillclimbs, and hurtling
races will ever return? Quien sabe?
18 P.B.
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No Spark – No Go

Diagnosing spark issues on a
battery/coil ignition system
From The SGA Roadside Manual©

By Bill Kennedy

IF it is suspected that there is no spark, check:
1. Remove one plug wire and see if it will spark when the engine
is cranking with the ignition on (or running on the other
ignition) while the end of the wire is held about 1/8" from
the end of the plug or the cylinder head. If there is no spark…
2. Remove the coil high tension wire from the center of the cap
and see if it will arc to ground similarly. If it has a spark and
the plug wire didn’t, suspect either a cracked or dirty cap
or rotor. Cracks are particularly significant as carbon aligns
itself with the crack and provides a circuit from the coil wire
to ground. Cleaning the cap and rotor may cure the problem
if there is no crack and there is only a carbon ‘trail’. If there
was no (or only a very weak) spark from the coil wire…
3. Remove the distributor cap and rotor. While the engine is
cranking with the ignition on, look for spark at the points.
If there is spark at the points but there was little or no spark
from the coil wire, be suspect of the condenser. It’s either
the condenser or the coil. If there is no spark at the points…
4. The most likely thing at this point is the points themselves.
Try cleaning their faces, but they are really tough, being solid
tungsten, usually. A fine, diamond coated relay contact file
is helpful. If you have an ohm meter, with the ignition off,
check to see that you have very close to zero ohms across
the points when they are closed. If you have good contact at
the points and still no spark…
5. Check to see that nothing has happened to the small wire that
goes from the distributor to the coil. If it’s intact, check that
you have battery voltage at the coil. If the small wire is OK
and you have battery voltage at the other coil terminal, the
coil is likely bad. Note that battery voltage loss to the coil
could be because of an open ballast resistor if the engine is
so equipped.
6. To double check, rotate the engine so the points are closed.
Turn the ignition on and operate the points repeatedly with
a suitable tool. Every time you open the points there should
be a small arc at the points and the coil should generate a
spark from the coil wire.

Ignition coil connection notes
ON positive ground cars, the ignition coil in battery/coil
ignitions should be connected with the negative (-) terminal
attached to the ignition switch wire and the positive (+) terminal
attached to the points.
On negative ground cars, the ignition coil in battery/coil
ignitions should be connected with the positive (+) terminal
attached to the ignition switch and the negative (-) terminal
attached to the points.
On two wire cars the same arrangement should be
maintained. If the switched wire from the ignition switch
is positive, consider the car to be like the negative ground
example above, and vice versa.
There is no difference between the coils used on positive
ground, negative ground, or two wire cars - only their
connection. Additionally, any coil of the correct primary
voltage (6 or 12) that contains either an internal resistor or
requires no resistor can be used on a Ghost. An external resistor
coil can also be used if an appropriate resistor is wired between
the ignition switch and the coil.
Spark plug wire connection notes
ON cars with both battery and magneto ignition, it is generally
considered best to have the battery ignition spark plug over
the intake valve, and the magneto ignition spark plug over the
exhaust valve or in the intermediate cylinder location. This
places the best (hottest) plug nearest the location that is most
likely to cause pre-ignition that could result in detonation.
Ignition coil markings
SOME coils are marked with the letters SW (switch), and CB
(contact breaker). Coils marked in this fashion are set up for a
negative ground car. The SW (switch) terminal is connected to
the positive side (+) and the CB (contact breaker) is connected
to the negative side (-). If it is desired to use this coil on a
positive ground car, connect the battery to the CB terminal,
and the points to the SW terminal.
Coil Polarity Test
WHILE the ignition will function reasonably well with either
connection, the idea is to have the hottest member emit the
electrons. This follows the logic of having the cathode in
an electron tube being heated by a heater. In both cases the
hottest thing in there is the most negative, and therefore is
what is boiling off the electrons (which are negative). With an
unmarked or unintelligible coil the polarity can be determined
fairly easily by three methods:
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Method 1
PLACE the graphite tip of an ordinary lead pencil in a space
created between the end of the plug wire and the top of the plug.
As the arc passes from the wire to the plug (and across the tip
of the pencil), the graphite sparks should be deposited on the
plug, not the end of the wire. If it looks like the graphite sparks
are going toward the wire, reverse the leads on the coil. If you
want to mark them for identification thereafter, with the graphite
sparks going the right way, mark the one that is connected to
the ignition switch as positive if the car is negative ground. If
the car is positive ground, mark the one that is connected to the
ignition switch as negative. Sometimes experience is required
to be able to determine the direction of the graphite sparks - a
roughened surface on the graphite helps as well. Some people
have reported trouble identifying the direction of the graphite
flow when using this method.

Method 2
DICK Frawley advises that the coil polarity can be determined
as follows: Connect the positive lead of an ordinary analog DC
voltmeter to a good ground. Then touch the negative lead to
an exposed spark plug terminal. If the meter moves upscale,
the coil polarity is correct. If the meter attempts to move down
scale, the coil polarity is reversed. Swap the two primary leads.
Method 3
THERE is a simple electric device smaller than your finger that
is made by Nu-Rex, a ‘Sparklite’ (Model A-12116) ignition
spark coil polarity tester that can be installed between the
plug wire and any spark plug. It works with both regular and
magneto ignitions and has two LEDs that indicate if a spark
is present and for battery/coil ignitions, it shows if the coil’s
polarity is correct or reversed polarity.

From The SGA Store

http://www.silverghostassociation.com/sga-store/

SGA Engine Sump Cover & Gauge Glass
Part No. MP-104-53 US $190.83
The gauge was developed by SGA tech folks so you can visually
check the level of crankcase oil in a Ghost without having to
drain oil from the engine. The best time to check the crankcase
oil is when the car is being refueled at gas stations. The gauge
eliminates the need to drain oil from Sir Henry’s crankcase
standpipe/valve assembly to check its level, a practice that is
inappropriate at modern, paved service stations.
Four criteria were established for the gauge. First, no modification
to the car that could not be completely undone was allowed
(i.e., holes drilled in the crankcase, etc.). Second, in order to
limit damage to the gauge and its accessory components from
road hazards, no piping, fittings, etc. were allowed to extend
below the current elevation of the bottom of the drain plug.
Third, components at the lowest elevation had to be at least as
tough as the drain plug, crankcase cover mounting studs, etc.

FOR SALE: 1919 Silver Ghost
(20PP) Landaulette. French body by
Kellner. Complete engine rebuild with new
blocks. Overdrive installed and complete
service recently performed by Steve Littin
(Vintage & Auto Rebuilds). Driven on 3 SGA
tours. See more pictures and information:
www.vintagemotorcarsusa.com. $239,000.
Contact Lee Wolff OH 216-496-9492.
E-mail: lee@vintagemotorcarsusa.com.

Fourth, the glass had to be protected from damage by a suitable
shield device.
This is a direct replacement for the sump cover on British and
Springfield Ghosts. It includes a brass sight gauge so you can
visually check the oil level without having to drain oil from the
sump. Comes with installation guide.

FOR SALE: 1920 Silver Ghost
(32YE) London To Edinburgh style tourer.
Part of the Frank Cooke collection, this
body as built in East Africa, and now sports
a new leather interior and top. The wiring
is new. It is fitted with CAV headlamps
and a rear Auster windscreen. A great
tour car at a reasonable price $179,900.
See more pictures and details on website
www.vintagemotorcarsusa.com
Contact Lee 216 496-9492
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FOR SALE: 1925 Springfield Silver
Ghost
(S210PK) Picadilly Rumble Seat Roadster
(LHD). Body by Brewster. Documented
(DeCampi book). One of two known to
exist. Proven tour car. Owned since 1987.
Shown at Amelia Island Concours 2012.
Overdrive. Regularly serviced by Steve
Littin (Vintage & Auto Rebuilds). Ready
for tour on any CCCA Caravan or SGA Tour.
$275,000. Contact Lee Wolff OH 216-4969492. E-mail: lee@vintagemotorcarsusa.com.

President’s Message

SGA Activities

Continued from inside front cover...

continuous service to the SGA and 20 years as Editor of the SGT
is quite an accomplishment. Although Mary has left the SGA
board and turned over the Editorial duties to our very capable new
Editor, Gil Fuqua, expect to see some of her articles in upcoming
editions of the SGT and, as always, she and her husband Doug,
participating in future SGA events.
It would be impossible to write about “dedicated volunteers
and the SGA” without mentioning our long serving Membership
VP, Jim Bannon. Jim became the Membership VP in 1998 and
served continuously through 2015. Soon after joining the board
as Membership VP, he also took on the responsibility of our
Club Stores. Jim housed and managed our store inventory as
well as fulfilled orders from our membership. Between his
duties as Membership VP and the SGA storekeeper, I often
imagined that Jim must have been on a first name basis with
everyone in his local post office!
As Membership VP, Jim made it his personal mantra
to grow our membership. His strategic mailings, articulate
communications and meticulous attention to detail were likely
obvious to each member of the SGA, but what might not have
been so obvious was his exact and detailed record keeping.
Serving with Jim over the past four years on the SGA board, I
had many occasions to call on him for membership information.
I was always amazed at how quickly he could locate any record,
from any year, and always provided the required information
during the call. As part of his duties as Membership VP, Jim
was also responsible for maintaining our member’s Ghost
Registry. I had always thought of the Registry as “only as good
as the information received from the owners,” but Jim worked
diligently to follow up with the membership and ensure the
records were as accurate as possible. Jim and his wife, Deegee,
also co-hosted an SGA Wholly Ghost Tour in Texas in 1999.
Along with thanks to Mary White and Jim Bannon, I also
want to thank the rest of the outgoing board for their substantial
contributions. I had the pleasure of serving over the last four
years as the Activities VP with a terrific board. Thanks to
outgoing Officers: Maggie Newman, Ed Rowan, David Watts
and Directors and Overseas Directors: Don Bellew, Dan Suskin,
Penny Armstrong, Keith Wherry and Tony Dyas. Thanks also
to our former SGA Secretary, Jon Leimkuehler, for accepting
a new position as Publications VP and to Bill Kennedy for his
ongoing expertise and commitment as the SGA’s Technical
VP and SGA Store Keeper. Also thanks to all of the incoming
Officers and Directors for giving so generously of their time
and expertise.
Until next time, Happy Ghosting!

Billi Carey

2017
FEB 1-4: Winter Fling, Ritz-Carlton New Orleans,
Sue Stroman
sgawinterfling@gmail.com – see back cover
JUNE 18-24: RROC Annual Meet,
French Lick Springs, IN:
Michael Ozment & Marlyn Coomes
max10n2@aol.com; marlyncoomes@gmail.com
SEPT 18 – Oct 4: SGA Wholly Ghost Tour in Quebec
– Maples and Mountains Tour.
Gilles & Marilyn Laviolette,
Gilles.Laviolette@sympatico.ca;
613-446-5750, 352-633-5753

T

Editor’s Note

his is my first issue as Editor of The Silver Ghost
Tourer and it was published late – much later than the
regular quarterly schedule established by Mary White,
the Tourer’s Editor for the past 20 years. She had a well-oiled
machine, like the undercarriage of a Silver Ghost, and it ran just
as superbly.
I inherited the job without her pipeline of contacts and
contributors that were a key to filling the pages of each issue,
so I reached out to a number of SGA members to ask for their
help with photos and articles. Many thanks to the following who
graciously helped fill the pages of this issue: Roger Morrison,
Klaus-Josef Roßfeldt, Brad Zemcik, Ruben Verdes, Keith
Wherry, Doug and Carole Gates, Maggie Newman, Kimberly
Shadduck, Tom and Mary Jo Heckman, Simon White, Homer
Butuyan, Mermie Karger and Colin Hughes, Mark Corligliano,
and Alex Joyce. I also spoke to or emailed many other members
who promised to make a contribution to future issues.
Special thanks to the Rolls-Royce Foundation for providing
historical information and documents on the Silver Ghosts
featured in this issue.
Future issues of The Silver Ghost Tourer depend on having
continued contributions of stories, photos and technical tips
and articles from SGA members. Next time you work on your
car, take it on a tour or trip, please document your venture and
share it with other SGA members. You’ll note many interesting
stories about the cars featured in this issue. Your car has an
interesting story too, so please let me know about it to share
with fellow SGA members. You don’t have to be a prize winning
writer or photographer to make a great contribution. Send your
contributions to the Editor at: e ditor@silverghostassociation.com

Gil Fuqua
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SGA WINTER FLING 2017
February 1st through 4th

New Orleans, Louisiana

Ritz Carlton New Orlean s
Please register your interest by email at:
sgawinterfl ing@gmail.c om
Registration will open by November 1st, 2016
When available Registration Forms can be downloaded at:
www.silverghostassoci ation.com
Please register early to avoid disappointment.

